
HOW TO: Measure your Kitchen



TOOLS YOU NEED

DATENAME

PROJECT

1.Pen

2.Paper

3.Steel Tape Measure

MARK YOUR APPLICANCES

SKETCH THE ROOM

Using straight lines
for walls sketch an
outline of your floor
plan.

DRAW DOORS & WINDOWS

Measure the width
of each door and
window, including
the frame/molding
in your
measurement. 
 Note the height of
each door and
window (again,
including the
frame/molding). For
windows, also note
the distance from
the floor up to the
bottom of the
window.

Measure from the
center of each
appliance to the
nearest wall. If
you’re planning to
keep your current
appliances, measure
their height, width
and depth. If you’re
planning to
purchase new
appliances, provide
your designer with
the manufacturer
and model
information.



MEASURIING YOUR WALLS

DATENAME

PROJECT

Measure each wall from corner to corner and write
down the dimensions above the line (wall) you drew
for that wall using dimension lines :

TIP: 
You can name the walls ( wall A, wall B...)  for easier
reference in the future.

Measure the center of appliances to the nearest wall
(note what wall you measured from) Center lines are
needed mostly for gas, electric & plumbing.

Measure the height of the room, floor to ceiling.
Note if there is soffit, where it is located & it's dimensions.



ROOM DIMENSIONS

ALL WINDOWS / DOORS

MARK APPLIANCES

MARK PLUMBING & SUPPLY LINES

MARK ELECRICAL OUTLETS & SWITCHES

MEASUREMENTS CHECKLIST:

DATENAME

PROJECT

Take photos of each wall and of the whole space from
each side of the room to help your designer visualize
your drawings (and it makes for great before & after
reveals too).



            Water Supply (center of Sink Base)

            Stove 

*Note if the stove is Gas, Electric, Cooktop or double wall oven
   
            OUTLETS 

            SWITCHES

*Sketch and mark what is in your kitchen currently. You will
discuss the changes you want in the next steps.

SYMBOL LEGEND
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APPLIANCES:
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DIMENSIONS:


